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This is a ready-to-use compilation of important policies and related forms for preparing a
legally sound, user-friendly employee policy manual. Revised and updated regularly to bring
you the most current issues affecting the workplace, all of the forms and policies are pre-made
and organized for easy access. You’ll find one policy per topic with guidelines on how to
customize it. The companion CD-ROM makes creating and updating your company policy
handbook even easier.

What’s New in this Update:
Nine new and updated policies, commentary and forms under section B-4, “Human Rights”,
and section C-3, “Standards of Conduct”, as well as three updated jurisdictional charts.

Highlights:
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Bring Your Own Device (C-3.35)
Employee Resource Groups (B-4.14)
Gender Transition Guidelines (B-4.15)
Workplace Respect Complaint: Investigation Report (Form 32)
Workplace Respect Complaint: Memo to Complainant (Harassment Found)
(Form 33)
Workplace Respect Complaint: Memo to Complainant (Harassment Not Found)
(Form 34)

Tell Us Your Ideas
Suggestions for new or alternative policies for this book are welcome and encouraged. Please
contact the author by fax at 1-905-486-1992, by e-mail at lbernardi@hrlawyers.ca, or by
contacting Thomson Reuters Canada at any of the numbers given at the bottom of the page.
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This publisher’s note may be scanned electronically and photocopied for the purpose
of circulating copies within your organization.

ProView Access and Westlaw Federated Search
Did you know that this title is available through your web browser on Thomson Reuters
ProViewTM, or can be downloaded to your desktop, laptop or tablet giving you the freedom and
flexibility to work wherever and whenever you want, with or without an Internet connection?
Access to this title on the ProView platform is included with your print subscription.
With this title and its Publisher’s Note now available on ProView, you will also notice that only
one version of the Publisher’s Note will be included with your print release going forward. We
trust you will find these changes and enhancements beneficial as our products continue to evolve
to meet your research and workflow implementation needs. Also, a reminder that an electronic
version of all of the most recent Publisher’s Notes for each publication is available at http://
www.carswell.com/products/elooseleafs-publishers-notes/.
PLUS we’re delighted to announce that effective late April 2017, researchers with a
WestlawNext1 Canada subscription can do a single search in WestlawNext Canada, which
also simultaneously searches the supplemented titles that are currently on ProView.
This collection of content will now be called eLooseleafs on ProView (formerly the eReference
Library on ProView). Relevant eLooseleaf titles will be displayed in the WestlawNext Canada
results list and search results can be accessed by linking directly from the list of search results in
WestlawNext Canada to ProView. Subscriptions to the individual titles will be required in order
to access the content on ProView.
This new Federated search will streamline your research and help you to easily access relevant,
authoritative content across platforms.

